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Bilbury Chronicles is the first of a series of books (all available on Amazon as Ebooks) describing the adventures (and
misadventures) of a young doctor who enters general practice as an assistant to an elderly and rather eccentric doctor in
Devon, England. When he arrives in Bilbury, a small village on the edge of Exmoor where central heating is a log fire in
the middle of the room and where doors are never locked, the young doctor doesn't realise how much he has to learn.
But he soon finds the extent of his ignorance when he meets his patients. There is Anne Thwaites who gives birth in the
middle of a field and local rogue Thumper Robinson who knows a good many tricks that aren't in any textbooks. And
there is Mike Trickle, a TV show host, who causes great excitement when he buys a house in the village. The young
doctor's employer is elderly Dr Brownlow who lives in a house that looks like a castle, drives an old Rolls Royce and
patches his stethoscope with a bicycle inner tube repair kit. The local pub, the Duck and Puddle, is run by Frank, the
inebriate landlord, and the village shop is run by Peter who also drives the local taxi, delivers the mail and acts as the
local undertaker. There is Miss Johnson, the receptionist with a look that can curdle milk; Mrs Wilson, the buxom district
nurse and Len, her husband who is the local policeman with an embarrassing secret. And there is Patsy.The author of
the Bilbury series of books, Dr Vernon Coleman, is a qualified doctor who has written over 100 books which have sold
more than two million copies in hardback and paperback in the UK and been translated into 24 languages. Many of his
books have been bestsellers. His novel Mrs Caldicot's Cabbage War has been turned into an award winning movie and
his medical books include Bodypower and How To Stop Your Doctor Killing You - both of which have been huge
international bestsellers. Dr Coleman has written columns for many of the world's leading newspapers and magazines
and has presented hundreds of television and radio programmes.What the papers say about Vernon Coleman and his
books: The tales he tells are truly uplifting and thought-provoking. They are a breath of fresh air in a troubled world and
are also very amusing. The tale of the village cricket match in Bilbury Revels is the funniest thing I have ever read. Be
warned -don't attempt to read it in a public place. - People's FriendVernon Coleman writes brilliant books - The Good
Book GuideTruthful, well observed and consistently readable - Daily TelegraphHis dry humour transforms doctor-patient
encounters into hilarious anecdotes - Publishers WeeklyMost of his adventures are funny, some hilarious; but he has the
good sense to leaven the comedy with some that are sad, some touching. All are written lightly, easily, entertainingly. We
could do with some more. - Oxford TimesHe has succeeded in writing a book that will entertain, a book that will entertain
and warm the cockles of tired old hearts. - PunchThe funniest book I have read since Three Men in a Boat - Chronicle
and EchoColeman is a very funny writer - This EnglandHis powers of observation combine with his penchant for brilliant
word pictures to create a most delightful book that will appeal to all those who appreciate humour and sharp
characterisation. - Sunday IndependentNo thinking person can ignore him - The EcologistSuperstar - Independent on
SundayBrilliant - The PeopleThe calmest voice of reason - The ObserverCompulsive reading - The GuardianHis
message is important - The EconomistThe man is a national treasure - What doctors don't tell youHis advice is optimistic
and enthusiastic - British Medical JournalRevered guru of medicine - Nursing TimesMarvellously succinct, refreshingly
sensible - The SpectatorProbably one of the most brilliant alive today - Irish TimesHe writes lucidly and wittily - Good
HousekeepingBritain's leading health care campaigner - The Su
WINNER OF THE 2021 JOYCE CAROL OATES PRIZE NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2020 BY O MAGAZINE, THE NEW
YORKER, THE WASHINGTON POST, REAL SIMPLE, THE GUARDIAN, AND MORE FINALIST FOR: THE STORY
PRIZE, THE L.A. TIMES BOOK PRIZE, THE ASPEN WORDS LITERARY PRIZE, THE CHAUTAUQUA PRIZE “Sublime
short stories of race, grief, and belonging . . . an extraordinary new collection . . .” —The New Yorker “Evans’s new
stories present rich plots reflecting on race relations, grief, and love . . .” —The New York Times Book Review, Editor’s
Choice “Danielle Evans demonstrates, once again, that she is the finest short story writer working today.” —Roxane Gay,
The New York Times–bestselling author of Difficult Women and Bad Feminist The award-winning author of Before You
Suffocate Your Own Fool Self brings her signature voice and insight to the subjects of race, grief, apology, and American
history. Danielle Evans is widely acclaimed for her blisteringly smart voice and X-ray insights into complex human
relationships. With The Office of Historical Corrections, Evans zooms in on particular moments and relationships in her
characters’ lives in a way that allows them to speak to larger issues of race, culture, and history. She introduces us to
Black and multiracial characters who are experiencing the universal confusions of lust and love, and getting walloped by
grief—all while exploring how history haunts us, personally and collectively. Ultimately, she provokes us to think about the
truths of American history—about who gets to tell them, and the cost of setting the record straight. In “Boys Go to
Jupiter,” a white college student tries to reinvent herself after a photo of her in a Confederate-flag bikini goes viral. In
“Richard of York Gave Battle in Vain,” a photojournalist is forced to confront her own losses while attending an old
friend’s unexpectedly dramatic wedding. And in the eye-opening title novella, a black scholar from Washington, DC, is
drawn into a complex historical mystery that spans generations and puts her job, her love life, and her oldest friendship at
risk.
Nobel-Prize-winning economist Paul Krugman argues that business leaders need to understand the differences between
economic policy on the national and international scale and business strategy on the organizational scale. Economists
deal with the closed system of a national economy, whereas executives live in the open-system world of business.
Moreover, economists know that an economy must be run on the basis of general principles, but businesspeople are
forever in search of the particular brilliant strategy. Krugman's article serves to elucidate the world of economics for
businesspeople who are so close to it and yet are continually frustrated by what they see. Since 1922, Harvard Business
Review has been a leading source of breakthrough management ideas-many of which still speak to and influence us
today. The Harvard Business Review Classics series now offers readers the opportunity to make these seminal pieces a
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part of your permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues
to shape best practices and inspire countless managers around the world-and will have a direct impact on you today and
for years to come.
From the author of the Amazon Kindle #1 selection for Mystery Thriller and Suspense, The Seasons of the EmmaLee, his
next intriguing and twisting tale of love and loss, betrayal and murder.Hanna Walsh's husband is found murdered in
Charleston, South Carolina. His failed land deal leaves her family and finances in ruins. The FBI thinks she knows more
than she's letting on and a dangerous crime family thinks she's hiding several million dollars they want back.An old letter
and journal found in the attic of the family's beach house on Pawleys Island reveals her distant grandmother, who owned
the same house as a young widow during the Civil War, suffered a similar path of emotional loss, crushing betrayal and
financial hardship. Her grandmother's story chronicles the tragic loss of her husband in a senseless battle fought weeks
after the war had ended and a mysterious stranger who has returned to tell of her husband's needless death.Hanna finds
their hopes for deliverance both depend on those they still hold close, but betrayal and ultimate salvation come in many
unexpected forms.Lies We Never See plays out across the beautiful and historic Pawleys Island and Charleston in the
Low Country of South Carolina, as well as a distant Civil War battlefield in Southern Texas in parallel stories of two
women, generations apart, struggling to save their families and all they hold dear.Amazon Five Star Reviews for Lies We
Never See-"... the characters are enchanting. I loved them all."-".... hard to put down... another compelling story."-"...
loved reading every word of it."-"... a thoroughly enjoyable read."-"... suspenseful to the end."Praise for Michael Lindley
novels"... Lindley is a masterful storyteller, effortlessly moving between past and present.""... his work reads elegantly
and is artfully crafted.""... beautifully merges storylines of then and now.""... a rising talent."
Thirty years ago Bill McKibben offered one of the earliest warnings about climate change. Now he broadens the warning:
the entire human game, he suggests, has begun to play itself out. Bill McKibben’s groundbreaking book The End of
Nature -- issued in dozens of languages and long regarded as a classic -- was the first book to alert us to global warming.
But the danger is broader than that: even as climate change shrinks the space where our civilization can exist, new
technologies like artificial intelligence and robotics threaten to bleach away the variety of human experience. Falter tells
the story of these converging trends and of the ideological fervor that keeps us from bringing them under control. And
then, drawing on McKibben’s experience in building 350.org, the first truly global citizens movement to combat climate
change, it offers some possible ways out of the trap. We’re at a bleak moment in human history -- and we’ll either
confront that bleakness or watch the civilization our forebears built slip away. Falter is a powerful and sobering call to
arms, to save not only our planet but also our humanity.
This brand new edition of the bestselling kid's Travel Book covers every country in the world, with thousands of amazing
facts on wildlife, sports, food, festivals and a wide range of other quirky insights on every page. A mix of wow
photography and beautiful illustrations brings each land to life. For readers aged 8 years and up.
A prize-winning political scientist untangles the deep roots of tribalism in America. American politics seems to be in an
unprecedented uproar. But in this revelatory work of political history, James A. Morone shows that today's rancor isn't
what's new -- the clarity of the battle lines is. Past eras were full of discord, but the most contentious question in
American society -- Who are we? -- never split along party lines. Instead, each party reached out to different groups on
the margins of power: immigrants, African Americans, and women. But, as the United States underwent profound societal
transformations from the Civil War to the populist explosion to the Great Migration to civil rights to the latest era of
immigration, the party alignment shifted. African Americans conquered the old segregationist party and Democrats slowly
evolved into the party of civil rights, immigration, and gender rights. Republicans turned whiter and more nativist. The
unprecedented party lineup now injects tribal intensity into every policy difference. Republic of Wrath tells the story of
America as we've never heard it before, explaining the origins of our fractious times and suggesting how we might build a
more robust republic.
In the final book of Ginger Voight's Groupie Trilogy, Andy and Vanni have returned to Los Angeles to prepare for the birth
of their child. A reformed Ladies' Man, Giovanni Carnevale now embarks on a life of monogamy with the woman he
loves, but the ghosts of his past still continue to haunt their newfound happiness.The Wilke family wants to see him pay
for the damage he has done to their precious Baylee, who still lies in a vegetative state. For her brother, Donny, money
will never be enough to make up for what Vanni has done, but that is where the Wilke family first seeks their revenge,
demanding millions of dollars in restitution.To ensure he has enough money to make up for his mistakes as well as
provide for his baby, Vanni takes on the job as judge for a new reality talent show called "Fierce," where he champions
an unlikely contestant, proving him to be a man of substance more than anyone could have imagined. Graham tries to
move on, but when he discovers that Andy is pregnant he cannot stop dreaming of what might have been. Maggie
watches on helplessly, as hopelessly in love with him as he is with someone else. She considers moving on before he
shatters what is left of her heart. The biggest threat to Vanni and Andy's Happily Ever After is Holly Neal, who returns to
Los Angeles claiming to carry Vanni's baby. Graham and Andy suspect she is up to her old tricks, but Vanni knows truly
turning over a new leaf means he has to do right by all the people he has wronged - including a child he may have
conceived with another woman. In the end, it is Andy and their baby who may pay the biggest price of all for his sins,
when Baylee's death sends her psychotic brother over the edge. Everything blows literally to pieces, forcing Vanni - and
Graham - to give it all for the sake of love.
Acclaimed New York Times journalist and author Chris Hedges offers a critical -- and fascinating -- lesson in the
dangerous realities of our age: a stark look at the effects of war on combatants. Utterly lacking in rhetoric or dogma, this
manual relies instead on bare fact, frank description, and a spare question-and-answer format. Hedges allows U.S.
military documentation of the brutalizing physical and psychological consequences of combat to speak for itself. Hedges
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poses dozens of questions that young soldiers might ask about combat, and then answers them by quoting from medical
and psychological studies. • What are my chances of being wounded or killed if we go to war? • What does it feel like to
get shot? • What do artillery shells do to you? • What is the most painful way to get wounded? • Will I be afraid? • What
could happen to me in a nuclear attack? • What does it feel like to kill someone? • Can I withstand torture? • What are
the long-term consequences of combat stress? • What will happen to my body after I die? This profound and devastating
portrayal of the horrors to which we subject our armed forces stands as a ringing indictment of the glorification of war and
the concealment of its barbarity.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the most important books I’ve ever read—an indispensable guide
to thinking clearly about the world.” – Bill Gates “Hans Rosling tells the story of ‘the secret silent miracle of human
progress’ as only he can. But Factfulness does much more than that. It also explains why progress is so often secret and
silent and teaches readers how to see it clearly.” —Melinda Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an outstanding
international public health expert, is a hopeful book about the potential for human progress when we work off facts rather
than our inherent biases." - Former U.S. President Barack Obama Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only carrying
opinions for which you have strong supporting facts. When asked simple questions about global trends—what percentage
of the world’s population live in poverty; why the world’s population is increasing; how many girls finish school—we
systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong that a chimpanzee choosing answers at random will consistently
outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel laureates, and investment bankers. In Factfulness, Professor of International Health
and global TED phenomenon Hans Rosling, together with his two long-time collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a radical
new explanation of why this happens. They reveal the ten instincts that distort our perspective—from our tendency to
divide the world into two camps (usually some version of us and them) to the way we consume media (where fear rules)
to how we perceive progress (believing that most things are getting worse). Our problem is that we don’t know what we
don’t know, and even our guesses are informed by unconscious and predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for all
its imperfections, is in a much better state than we might think. That doesn’t mean there aren’t real concerns. But when
we worry about everything all the time instead of embracing a worldview based on facts, we can lose our ability to focus
on the things that threaten us most. Inspiring and revelatory, filled with lively anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness
is an urgent and essential book that will change the way you see the world and empower you to respond to the crises
and opportunities of the future. --- “This book is my last battle in my life-long mission to fight devastating
ignorance...Previously I armed myself with huge data sets, eye-opening software, an energetic learning style and a
Swedish bayonet for sword-swallowing. It wasn’t enough. But I hope this book will be.” Hans Rosling, February 2017.
"On January 20, 2021, Amanda Gorman became the sixth and youngest poet, at age twenty-two, to deliver a poetry
reading at a presidential inauguration. Her inaugural poem, 'The Hill We Climb,' is now available to cherish in this special
edition"
Not your typical letter book, this story uses the alphabet to express the hopes and desires we have for every young life.
The words engage the reader and the rhythm entertains the young learner. The illustrations complement the story but
also offer additional learning opportunities with the use of color, letters and animals. This story is more than just an
alphabet book but a celebration of all the wonders of life.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK OF 2018 ONE OF THE
ECONOMIST'S BOOKS OF THE YEAR "My new favorite book of all time." --Bill Gates If you think the world is coming to
an end, think again: people are living longer, healthier, freer, and happier lives, and while our problems are formidable,
the solutions lie in the Enlightenment ideal of using reason and science. By the author of the new book, Rationality. Is the
world really falling apart? Is the ideal of progress obsolete? In this elegant assessment of the human condition in the third
millennium, cognitive scientist and public intellectual Steven Pinker urges us to step back from the gory headlines and
prophecies of doom, which play to our psychological biases. Instead, follow the data: In seventy-five jaw-dropping
graphs, Pinker shows that life, health, prosperity, safety, peace, knowledge, and happiness are on the rise, not just in the
West, but worldwide. This progress is not the result of some cosmic force. It is a gift of the Enlightenment: the conviction
that reason and science can enhance human flourishing. Far from being a naïve hope, the Enlightenment, we now know,
has worked. But more than ever, it needs a vigorous defense. The Enlightenment project swims against currents of
human nature--tribalism, authoritarianism, demonization, magical thinking--which demagogues are all too willing to
exploit. Many commentators, committed to political, religious, or romantic ideologies, fight a rearguard action against it.
The result is a corrosive fatalism and a willingness to wreck the precious institutions of liberal democracy and global
cooperation. With intellectual depth and literary flair, Enlightenment Now makes the case for reason, science, and
humanism: the ideals we need to confront our problems and continue our progress.
A powerful novel of refugees escaping from war-torn Syria, masterfully told by a journalist who witnessed the crisis
firsthand. In a country ripped apart by war, Tareq lives with his big and loving family . . . until the bombs strike. His city is
in ruins. His life is destroyed. And those who have survived are left to figure out their uncertain future. Tareq's family
knows that to continue to stay alive, they must leave. As they travel as refugees from Syria to Turkey to Greece, facing
danger at every turn, Tareq must find the resilience and courage to complete his harrowing journey. While this is one
family's story, it is also the timeless tale of the heartbreaking consequences of all wars, all tragedy, narrated by Destiny
itself. When you are a refugee, success is outliving your loss. An award-winning author and journalist—and a refugee
herself—Atia Abawi captures the hope that spurs people forward against all odds and the love that makes that hope grow.
Praise for A Land of Permanent Goodbyes: Featured on NPR's Morning Edition! Featured by Dana Perino’s on The
Five! Featured as a most-anticipated book of 2018 on The Huffington Post! “[A] heartbreaking and to-the-minute timely
story of the Syrian refugee crisis. Abawi gives even more humanity, depth, and understanding to the headlines.”—Bustle ?
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“From award-winning journalist Abawi comes an unforgettable novel that brings readers face to face with the global
refugee crisis . . . A heartbreaking, haunting, and necessary story that offers hope while laying bare the bleakness of the
world.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review ? "Abawi skillfully places humanity enmeshed in war into two sides: the 'hunters'
who feed on the suffering and the 'helpers' who lend a hand. An inspiring, timely, and must-have account about the
Syrian refugee disaster and the perils of all wars."—School Library Journal, starred review ? "[A] gripping and heartrending
novel . . . [and an] upsetting yet beautifully rendered portrayal of an ongoing humanitarian crisis."—Publishers Weekly,
starred review "As author Atia Abawi artfully illustrates, refugees are created by circumstances that can happen
anywhere. A perfect companion novel to Alan Gratz's Refugee, this humanizing, often harrowing and sometimes
transcendent novel fosters compassion and understanding."—BookPage, Top Teen Pick “[T]his could be paired with
Sepetys’ book . . . Salt to the Sea, for a multi-era look at the casualties of war.”—The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s
Books “This is a harrowing and vitally important novel about an ongoing crisis. Tareq’s story will linger with readers long
after they’ve turned the final page.”—Bookish "A Land of Permanent Goodbyes is an engrossing, heartbreaking story of
survival, giving readers an authentic glimpse of the suffering and destruction in Syria."—Voice of Youth Advocates "A wellwritten, well-researched book."—School Library Connection "This touching read will stir empathy and compassion about
the harrowing plight of refugees. Abawi . . . helps give perspective on how religion can be used to help create a world
where the most basic human rights are violated."—Booklist
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER · USA TODAY BESTSELLER “The
Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse is not only a thought-provoking, discussion-worthy story, the book itself is an object
of art.”- The New York Times From the revered British illustrator, a modern fable for all ages that explores life’s universal
lessons, featuring 100 color and black-and-white drawings. “What do you want to be when you grow up?” asked the
mole. “Kind,” said the boy. Charlie Mackesy offers inspiration and hope in uncertain times in this beautiful book based on
his famous quartet of characters. The Boy, the Mole, the Fox, and the Horse explores their unlikely friendship and the
poignant, universal lessons they learn together. Radiant with Mackesy’s warmth and gentle wit, The Boy, the Mole, the
Fox, and the Horse blends hand-written narrative with dozens of drawings, including some of his best-loved illustrations
(including “Help,” which has been shared over one million times) and new, never-before-seen material. A modern classic
in the vein of The Tao of Pooh, The Alchemist, and The Giving Tree, this charmingly designed keepsake will be treasured
for generations to come.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES, WALL STREET JOURNAL, AND BOSTON GLOBE BESTSELLER • One of the most acclaimed
books of our time: an unforgettable memoir about a young woman who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family
and goes on to earn a PhD from Cambridge University “Extraordinary . . . an act of courage and self-invention.”—The
New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK
REVIEW • ONE OF PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA’S FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR • BILL GATES’S HOLIDAY
READING LIST • FINALIST: National Book Critics Circle’s Award In Autobiography and John Leonard Prize For Best
First Book • PEN/Jean Stein Book Award • Los Angeles Times Book Prize Born to survivalists in the mountains of Idaho,
Tara Westover was seventeen the first time she set foot in a classroom. Her family was so isolated from mainstream
society that there was no one to ensure the children received an education, and no one to intervene when one of Tara’s
older brothers became violent. When another brother got himself into college, Tara decided to try a new kind of life. Her
quest for knowledge transformed her, taking her over oceans and across continents, to Harvard and to Cambridge
University. Only then would she wonder if she’d traveled too far, if there was still a way home. “Beautiful and propulsive .
. . Despite the singularity of [Westover’s] childhood, the questions her book poses are universal: How much of ourselves
should we give to those we love? And how much must we betray them to grow up?”—Vogue NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Washington Post • O: The Oprah Magazine • Time • NPR • Good Morning
America • San Francisco Chronicle • The Guardian • The Economist • Financial Times • Newsday • New York Post •
theSkimm • Refinery29 • Bloomberg • Self • Real Simple • Town & Country • Bustle • Paste • Publishers Weekly •
Library Journal • LibraryReads • Book Riot • Pamela Paul, KQED • New York Public Library
At just twenty-two years of age, Briana Mils finds herself at a desperate crossroads.Once a promising student at the University of Oregon,
she now finds herself alone on the streets of Portland with only the clothes on her back, memories of a happier time, and the stray dog that's
adopted her. And she's got the drug that helps her forget.Briana's mistakes haunt her, lashing her with severe consequence, forcing her to
make a decision few would ever make. Still, in a final attempt to make her young life count for something, Briana begins writing it all
down—everything—so that others walking the crumbling precipice of rebellion might leap to safety before it's too late.She writes about her
present struggles and the past. She writes about Michael, the boy she loved and left behind when she went off to college. She writes about
the violent activism and drug that derailed her life. She writes about the demands placed on her by a socially conscious mother, and the
adoration shown by a proud father. And Briana talks about Brody—the young activist leader who captured her heart, took it to the altar, and
then crushed it.What develops is an engrossing record of a young and troubled life, one both beautiful and ugly, innocent and corrupt, lost
and then found. And wrapped in its literary sinew is a cast of characters as diverse and engaging as the stars, and an impassioned love story
sure to transcend time.What readers are saying:“Timeless…provocative.”“Characters so real you'd swear this was a true account.”“A brilliant
read!”Alone Among People is D. M. Anthony's first novel. He lives in California where he's at work on his next book.This review is from: Alone
Among People (Paperback)A Compelling and Heart Warming Story, September 25, 2012"Alone Among People is at once an engaging,
moving story and a provocative statement about the thin line between thriving and sinking into an abyss as inescapable as quicksand. Its
timeless and uplifting messages of hope conquering despair, healing borne of love and care, and peace at discovering one's identity are an
inspiration. The author's empathy for the characters and their plight betrays knowledge of what he writes, and offers the reader a unique
glimpse into a vulnerable and intimate place… his heart. I recommend this book to anyone who has traveled through the anguish of darkness
and longed for the light; it may just guide your way."
Country Poetry is a collection of poems as well as lyrics to songs that the author has written over the last 50 years. Many are written about his
personal experiences and heartaches as he grew from a boy raised in the foothills of the Cascade Mountains, just south of Seattle,
Washington, into manhood and beyond. He writes with a deep understanding and compassion for the desperately poor and abused having
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been raised in a household with a violent periodic alcoholic. He also shares a deep faith which is shared in the companion volume, Gospel
Poetry. It is difficult not to be touched to the heart by the tragedy and pain revealed in the stories revealed about the people in his prose.
In this book I have written about some aspects of the war which, I believe, the world must know and remember, not only as a memorial of
men's courage in tragic years, but as a warning of what will happen again--surely--if a heritage of evil and of folly is not cut out of the hearts of
peoples. Here it is the reality of modern warfare not only as it appears to British soldiers, of whom I can tell, but to soldiers on all the fronts
where conditions were the same.
• New York Times bestseller • The 100 most substantive solutions to reverse global warming, based on meticulous research by leading
scientists and policymakers around the world “At this point in time, the Drawdown book is exactly what is needed; a credible, conservative
solution-by-solution narrative that we can do it. Reading it is an effective inoculation against the widespread perception of doom that humanity
cannot and will not solve the climate crisis. Reported by-effects include increased determination and a sense of grounded hope.” —Per Espen
Stoknes, Author, What We Think About When We Try Not To Think About Global Warming “There’s been no real way for ordinary people to
get an understanding of what they can do and what impact it can have. There remains no single, comprehensive, reliable compendium of
carbon-reduction solutions across sectors. At least until now. . . . The public is hungry for this kind of practical wisdom.” —David Roberts, Vox
“This is the ideal environmental sciences textbook—only it is too interesting and inspiring to be called a textbook.” —Peter Kareiva, Director of
the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability, UCLA In the face of widespread fear and apathy, an international coalition of researchers,
professionals, and scientists have come together to offer a set of realistic and bold solutions to climate change. One hundred techniques and
practices are described here—some are well known; some you may have never heard of. They range from clean energy to educating girls in
lower-income countries to land use practices that pull carbon out of the air. The solutions exist, are economically viable, and communities
throughout the world are currently enacting them with skill and determination. If deployed collectively on a global scale over the next thirty
years, they represent a credible path forward, not just to slow the earth’s warming but to reach drawdown, that point in time when
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere peak and begin to decline. These measures promise cascading benefits to human health, security,
prosperity, and well-being—giving us every reason to see this planetary crisis as an opportunity to create a just and livable world.
This new edition of Friedman's landmark book explains the flattening of the world better than ever- and takes a new measure of the effects of
this change on each of us.
Describes consequences of British invasions and occupations of countries throughout history.
Secrets are revealed as OCD-afflicted Griffin grieves for his first love, Theo, who died in a drowning accident.
By intelligence officials, for intelligent people.

With a hundred haikus, each accompanied by a wonderful full-page illustration and enlightening commentary, this book is perfect
for those looking for a more poetic exploration of the Roman Empire.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this riveting novel from the #1 bestselling author of Something Borrowed and First Comes
Love, three very different people must choose between their families and their most deeply held values. . . . “An unpredictable
page-turner that unfolds in the voices of three superbly distinct characters.”—The Atlanta Journal-Constitution • “A gripping,
thought-provoking journey.”—Jodi Picoult NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THESKIMM Nina Browning is
living the good life after marrying into Nashville’s elite. More recently, her husband made a fortune selling his tech business, and
their adored son has been accepted to Princeton. Yet sometimes the middle-class small-town girl in Nina wonders if she’s strayed
from the person she once was. Tom Volpe is a single dad working multiple jobs while struggling to raise his headstrong daughter,
Lyla. His road has been lonely, long, and hard, but he finally starts to relax after Lyla earns a scholarship to Windsor Academy,
Nashville’s most prestigious private school. Amid so much wealth and privilege, Lyla doesn’t always fit in—and her overprotective
father doesn’t help—but in most ways, she’s a typical teenaged girl, happy and thriving. Then, one photograph, snapped in a
drunken moment at a party, changes everything. As the image spreads like wildfire, the Windsor community is instantly polarized,
buzzing with controversy and assigning blame. At the heart of the lies and scandal, Tom, Nina, and Lyla are forced together—all
questioning their closest relationships, asking themselves who they really are, and searching for the courage to live a life of true
meaning. Praise for All We Ever Wanted “Page-turning . . . Timely and thought-provoking, it’s Giffin’s best yet.”—People “Giffin’s
novel has style and substance . . . . Truly excellent."—The Washington Post “If you’re looking for a book club selection, All We
Ever Wanted is bound to spark meaningful and meaty discussions.”—The Augusta Chronicle “A page-turning exploration of wealth
and privilege.”—Entertainment Weekly
America has invaded 43% of the countries in the world, and it has been militarily involved with nearly all the rest. This book offers
a global tour of America's military activity, arranged by country, relating a history of gallantry and sacrifice as America has spread
its power and influence worldwide.--Publisher.
A special fiftieth anniversary edition of Kurt Vonnegut’s masterpiece, “a desperate, painfully honest attempt to confront the
monstrous crimes of the twentieth century” (Time), featuring a new introduction by Kevin Powers, author of the National Book
Award finalist The Yellow Birds Selected by the Modern Library as one of the 100 best novels of all time Slaughterhouse-Five, an
American classic, is one of the world’s great antiwar books. Centering on the infamous World War II firebombing of Dresden, the
novel is the result of what Kurt Vonnegut described as a twenty-three-year struggle to write a book about what he had witnessed
as an American prisoner of war. It combines historical fiction, science fiction, autobiography, and satire in an account of the life of
Billy Pilgrim, a barber’s son turned draftee turned optometrist turned alien abductee. As Vonnegut had, Billy experiences the
destruction of Dresden as a POW. Unlike Vonnegut, he experiences time travel, or coming “unstuck in time.” An instant bestseller,
Slaughterhouse-Five made Kurt Vonnegut a cult hero in American literature, a reputation that only strengthened over time, despite
his being banned and censored by some libraries and schools for content and language. But it was precisely those elements of
Vonnegut’s writing—the political edginess, the genre-bending inventiveness, the frank violence, the transgressive wit—that have
inspired generations of readers not just to look differently at the world around them but to find the confidence to say something
about it. Authors as wide-ranging as Norman Mailer, John Irving, Michael Crichton, Tim O’Brien, Margaret Atwood, Elizabeth
Strout, David Sedaris, Jennifer Egan, and J. K. Rowling have all found inspiration in Vonnegut’s words. Jonathan Safran Foer has
described Vonnegut as “the kind of writer who made people—young people especially—want to write.” George Saunders has
declared Vonnegut to be “the great, urgent, passionate American writer of our century, who offers us . . . a model of the kind of
compassionate thinking that might yet save us from ourselves.” Fifty years after its initial publication at the height of the Vietnam
War, Vonnegut's portrayal of political disillusionment, PTSD, and postwar anxiety feels as relevant, darkly humorous, and
profoundly affecting as ever, an enduring beacon through our own era’s uncertainties. “Poignant and hilarious, threaded with
compassion and, behind everything, the cataract of a thundering moral statement.”—The Boston Globe
A “fascinating” journey to little-known and contested lands around the globe, from Tibet to the Isle of Man to Elgaland-Vargaland
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(Geographical Magazine). What is a country? Acclaimed travel writer and Oxford geography don Nick Middleton brings to life the
origins and histories of fifty states that, lacking international recognition and United Nations membership, exist on the margins of
legitimacy in the global order. From long-contested lands like Crimea and Tibet to lesser-known territories such as Africa’s last
colony and a European republic that enjoyed independence for a single day, Middleton presents fascinating stories of shifting
borders, visionary leaders, and “forgotten” peoples. “Engrossing . . . You’ll not find Middle-earth, Atlantis or Lilliput inside, but you
will find something just as intriguing . . . sure to prompt discussions about what makes a country a ‘real country.’” —Seattle Times
An instant New York Times Bestseller! Longlisted for the 2019 National Book Award for Fiction, the Carnegie Medal in Fiction, the
2019 Aspen Words Literacy Prize, and the PEN/Hemingway Debut Novel Award Shortlisted for the 2019 Center for Fiction First
Novel Prize Winner of the 2019 New England Book Award for Fiction! Named one of the most anticipated books of 2019 by
Vulture, Entertainment Weekly, Buzzfeed, Los Angeles Times, Boston Globe, Oprah.com, Huffington Post, The A.V. Club, Nylon,
The Week, The Rumpus, The Millions, The Guardian, Publishers Weekly, and more. “A lyrical work of self-discovery that’s
shockingly intimate and insistently universal…Not so much briefly gorgeous as permanently stunning.” —Ron Charles, The
Washington Post Poet Ocean Vuong’s debut novel is a shattering portrait of a family, a first love, and the redemptive power of
storytelling On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous is a letter from a son to a mother who cannot read. Written when the speaker, Little
Dog, is in his late twenties, the letter unearths a family’s history that began before he was born — a history whose epicenter is
rooted in Vietnam — and serves as a doorway into parts of his life his mother has never known, all of it leading to an unforgettable
revelation. At once a witness to the fraught yet undeniable love between a single mother and her son, it is also a brutally honest
exploration of race, class, and masculinity. Asking questions central to our American moment, immersed as we are in addiction,
violence, and trauma, but undergirded by compassion and tenderness, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous is as much about the
power of telling one’s own story as it is about the obliterating silence of not being heard. With stunning urgency and grace, Ocean
Vuong writes of people caught between disparate worlds, and asks how we heal and rescue one another without forsaking who we
are. The question of how to survive, and how to make of it a kind of joy, powers the most important debut novel of many years.
Named a Best Book of the Year by: GQ, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist, Library Journal, TIME, Esquire, The Washington Post, Apple,
Good Housekeeping, The New Yorker, The New York Public Library, Elle.com, The Guardian, The A.V. Club, NPR, Lithub,
Entertainment Weekly, Vogue.com, The San Francisco Chronicle, Mother Jones, Vanity Fair, The Wall Street Journal Magazine
and more!
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #READWITHJENNA BOOK CLUB PICK! • The moving story of an
undocumented child living in poverty in the richest country in the world—an incandescent debut from an astonishing new talent
“Heartrending, unvarnished, and powerfully courageous, this account of growing up undocumented in America will never leave
you." —Gish Jen, author of The Resisters In Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates directly to “beautiful country.” Yet
when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in 1994 full of curiosity, she is overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In
China, Qian’s parents were professors; in America, her family is “illegal” and it will require all the determination and small joys
they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in sweatshops. Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight
constantly, taking out the stress of their new life on one another. Shunned by her classmates and teachers for her limited English,
Qian takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books, coming to think of The Berenstain Bears as her first
American friends. And where there is delight to be found, Qian relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly
“shopping days,” when Qian finds small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical Christmas visit to
Rockefeller Center—confirmation that the New York City she saw in movies does exist after all. But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma
collapses, revealing an illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s visit. As Ba Ba
retreats further inward, Qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here,
that you’ve always lived here. Inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and
strength, Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential American story about a family fracturing under the weight of invisibility, and a
girl coming of age in the shadows, who never stops seeking the light.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST
NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by
Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important
essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF
THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE
DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah
Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle •
Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots from the biggest
questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a
powerful new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of
“race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through
slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black
body and find a way to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its
burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son.
Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of
revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his
childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from
personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates
the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
The author of A Year in the Merde and Talk to the Snail offers a highly biased and hilarious view of French history in this international
bestseller. Things have been just a little awkward between Britain and France ever since the Norman invasion in 1066. Fortunately—after
years of humorously chronicling the vast cultural gap between the two countries—author Stephen Clarke is perfectly positioned to investigate
the historical origins of their occasionally hostile and perpetually entertaining pas de deux. Clarke sets the record straight, documenting how
French braggarts and cheats have stolen credit rightfully due their neighbors across the Channel while blaming their own numerous gaffes
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and failures on those same innocent Brits for the past thousand years. Deeply researched and written with the same sly wit that made A Year
in the Merde a comic hit, this lighthearted trip through the past millennium debunks the notion that the Battle of Hastings was a French victory
(William the Conqueror was really a Norman who hated the French) and pooh-poohs French outrage over Britain’s murder of Joan of Arc (it
was the French who executed her for wearing trousers). He also takes the air out of overblown Gallic claims, challenging the provenance of
everything from champagne to the guillotine to prove that the French would be nowhere without British ingenuity. Brits and Anglophiles of
every national origin will devour Clarke’s decidedly biased accounts of British triumph and French ignominy. But 1000 Years of Annoying the
French will also draw chuckles from good-humored Francophiles as well as “anyone who’s ever encountered a snooty Parisian waiter or
found themselves driving on the Boulevard Périphérique during August” (The Daily Mail). A bestseller in Britain, this is an entertaining look at
history that fans of Sarah Vowell are sure to enjoy, from the author the San Francisco Chronicle has called “the anti-Mayle . . . acerbic,
insulting, un-PC, and mostly hilarious.”
James Michael Wine weaves a personal journey of learning, at turns humorous, political, poetic and insightful, as he claims that Sweden is
probably the best country on Earth. Love brought him to the North, but it was the use of "Sweden" as a code word for something notorious or
evil during the 2008 US presidential election - which no doubt will be used again in 2012 - that triggered this book. Digging through his life in
the two cultures for reasons behind this code, Wine comes across a Swedish fact so mind-boggling to his American mind that it compels him
to explore this moment on the planet and how each country grapples with the momentous challenges never before faced by civilization.
In 2012, the world arrived in London for the Olympics...and Ann Morgan went out to meet it. She read her way around all the globe’s 196
independent countries (plus one extra), sampling one book from every nation. It wasn't easy. Many languages have next to nothing translated
into English; there are tiny, tucked-away places where very little is written down at all; some governments don't like to let works of art leak out
to corrupt Westerners. Her literary adventures shed light on the issues that affect us all: personal, political, national and global. Using her
quest as a starting point, this book explores questions such as: What is cultural heritage? How do we define national identity? Is it possible to
overcome censorship and propaganda? And how can we celebrate, challenge and change our remarkable world?
Acclaim: "The language is understated, but quietly beautiful, and I find myself invested in Jabonkah as she's portrayed on the page, not only
because of what happens to her, but because of her view of the world, sometimes sweet and sometimes shrewd, and always strong."
Rebecca, agent "The story is compelling and the writing is extremely strong-some of the metaphors are wonderfully original. Moreover, the
author manages to capture the child's voice perfectly." Valerie, professor Description: Jabonkah Sackey's only desire in life was to be like her
mother and to be left alone. However, being born deep in the African bush in 1948, her desires didn't really matter. Cursed with an abusive
father, Jabonkah was saddled with the plans he had for her. Instead of being a "stupid bush woman" like her mother, she was going to learn
to obey. But after repeatedly disappointing and rebelling against her father, he sets forth on a rampage targeting her mother and nearly beats
her to death. After stepping in to save her mother and scalding her father with boiling water in the skirmish, Jabonkah's fate is unfortunately
sealed. She is sent to the Society as punishment, where women from her own tribe perform the ritual of female circumcision. Six weeks later,
Jabonkah returns home to the continued beatings until she is eventually disowned and sent away to live with a missionary by the name of
Mother Stevens. Unfortunately, it's with Mother Stevens that her real struggle begins. Will Jabonkah escape the oppression and misery that is
ruling her life, or will she succumb to her depression? Set against the harsh setting of mid-century Africa, Driving the Birds takes readers on a
journey from small villages in Liberia to African missions, and eventually the United States. With this particular backdrop, Jabonkah's story
brings many issues to light that affect countless women around the world. By documenting the horrible genital mutilation that she suffers in
detail, Driving the Birds aims to bring about further awareness to an issue that is still prevalent today. Though the subject matter can be
intense and discouraging at times, Jabonkah uses her faith and an uncommon personal resiliency to keep the story from setting into a
despondent manner. With true personal freedom as her goal, Jabonkah is able to overcome numerous obstacles and a lifetime of hardships
in route to achieving her dreams and ensuring her happiness. Driving the Birds by Russell Traughber is the uplifting true story of one
woman's courageous journey from a small village in Liberia to the freedom that America offers. With unmistakable charm, unwavering
determination, and a truly unique worldview, Jabonkah enthralls readers with each passing chapter. Her personal journey and repeated
injustices are equal parts heartbreaking and infuriating. From repeated abuses at the hands of others and the subjection to female genital
mutilation, Jabonkah's plight provides a window to the sufferings of less fortunate women around the world. However, where parts of her
story enrage and discourage, it's her spirit and determination that ultimately leave readers feeling like they have taken part in Jabonkah's
triumphs as well.
A study of what would happen to Earth if the human presence was removed examines our legacy for the planet, from the objects that would
vanish without human intervention to those that would become long-lasting remnants of humankind.
Of back of book.
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